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New Age Scriptural Rosary Series from Mother Mary

The Scriptural Rosaries
Given to Elizabeth Clare Prophet by Mother Mary

Mother Mary gave the scriptural rosaries to Elizabeth Clare Prophet in the autumn of 1972 at the Retreat of the
Resurrection Spiral in Colorado Springs. This is a new rosary and a new meditation upon the Mother flame.

Mother Mary outlined a rosary for each of the seven rays and the seven days of the week. She gave a rosary for
the eighth ray, and she gave five secret-ray rosaries that are for the evening.

New Age Scriptural Rosaries: 2 MP3 Discs, 12 hours, $24.95, #M10026

Mother Mary explained that the name Mary means “Ma-ray” and that all people, men and women alike, must meditate upon this Mother
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ray, this Mother flame, which is a fountain of living fire within us. It is a fountain of purity. It must be quickened, raised and released.

The Mother quickens God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit. The Mother on earth is the one who helps us to understand
the Father and teaches us his laws; she enables us to understand the wisdom of the Son and shows us how the love of God is the action
of the sacred labor in the Holy Spirit.

Mother Mary said that the rosary is not an idolatrous adoration of her person. It is simply the giving of one’s energy through the science
of the spoken Word to the Mother of the universe, the Mother of cosmos and the Mother force, the life-force that is in oneself. The
quickening of this energy leads to the soul’s reunion with the Father.  Mother Mary said, “I am but a representative of the Cosmic Virgin
and there are many mothers in heaven and on earth who follow in this service.”

How To Pray the New Age Scriptural Rosary

The recitation of the rosary each morning is a part of the ritual of our family and of students of the masters. It takes forty minutes to
an hour to give the rosary, and it is a meditation upon events in the life of Jesus and Mary and on the prophecies of the Old and New
Testaments.

These matrices of scenes in the life of Jesus and Mary are intended to be niches of consciousness— and the word “niche” comes
from “I-niche-I-action,” initiation. Each time you pass an initiation, you go into a new niche of God’s consciousness by your
attainment.

And so we are taught to meditate upon a particular scene, upon the words of the master, upon a particular event. And then, when
we give the Hail Mary, it is to draw the energies of Mater—the Mother ray—to coalesce in us, to re-create that record and that
consciousness right where we are so that we can experience the divine Manhood and the divine Womanhood of Jesus and Mary.

Buy the New Age Scriptural Rosaries: 2 MP3 Discs, 12 hours, $24.95

“I extend to you by the rosary access to my causal body….I will be with you daily as you give the rosary and I charge you to
speak to me of your problem, your need, your concern, whether small or great, and I promise you I will be there to offer the
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highest resolution acceptable according to the Great Law of God, limited only by the laws you have set in motion in your
life.”—Mother Mary, July 3, 1984

The Scriptural Rosaries: Seven Rays for Seven Days

The Love Mysteries, Monday, The Third Ray, 61 min.
The Joyful Mysteries, Tuesday, The First Ray, 60 min.
The Healing Mysteries, Wednesday, The Fifth Ray, 59 min.
The Initiatic Mysteries, Thursday, The Sixth Ray, 63 min.
The Glorious Mysteries, Friday, The Fourth Ray, 64 min.
The Miracle Mysteries, Saturday, The Seventh Ray, 63 min.
The Teaching Mysteries, Sunday, The Second Ray, 57 min.
The Masterful Mysteries, Sunday Evening The Eighth Ray, 62 min

1 MP3 Disc: 8 hours

The Secret Ray Rosaries: For Evenings

The Inspiration Mysteries, Monday Evening, The First Secret Ray, 45 min.
The Action Mysteries, Tuesday Evening, The Second Secret Ray, 48 min.
The Revelation Mysteries, Wednesday Evening, The Third Secret Ray, 54 min.
The Declaration Mysteries, Thursday Evening, The Fourth Secret Ray, 47 min.
The Exhortation Mysteries, Friday Evening, The Fifth Secret Ray, 48 min.

1 MP3 Disc: 4 hours

INCLUDES: Explanatory liner notes, Biblical references, words to the prayers, the Consecration of Russia, China and America to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, plus instructions on how to pray the new age scriptural rosary using traditional rosary beads.
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BUY: The New Age Scriptural Rosaries: 2 MP3 Discs, 12 hours, $24.95, #M10026
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